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ON MAXIMAL TORSION RADICALS. Ill

JOHN A. BEACHY

ABSTRACT. Maximal torsion radicals of a strongly semiprime ring

correspond to minimal prime ideals and can be used to characterize both

strongly semiprime and semiprime Goldie rings.

Let R  be an associative ring with identity and let R-Mod denote the

category of unital left R-modules.  A subfunctor a of the identity 1 on R-Mod

is called a torsion preradical if ct(A1  ) = Al   O a(M) for all R-submodules Al

C Al, and a torsion radical if, in addition, ct(A1/ct(A1)) = 0  for all R-modules A1.

A torsion radical a is called maximal if it is proper (a 4 1) and maximal

with respect to the relation <, where r < a if r(Al) C o"(Af) for all R-modules

Al.   For  „M  the largest torsion radical a such that a(M) = 0  will be denoted

radg.w.,   where E(M) is the injective envelope of Al. It is a well-known re-

sult that for a commutative Noetherian ring R   there is a one-to-one corre-

spondence between maximal torsion radicals of R-Mod and minimal prime ideals

of R.  This correspondence was recently extended by the author [2] to rings

with Krull dimension on either the left or right.  This paper shows that the

correspondence holds for semiprime rings which satisfy a very weak form of

d.c.c. on left annihilators, which holds in particular for any semiprime left

Goldie ring.

Following the terminology of Handelman and Lawrence [6], a ring  R

will be called left strongly prime if for each 0 4 b £ R  there exist rl, r_,

..., r   £ R such that ar.b = 0 for all z implies a = 0, for any a £ R. Such rings are

just the left absolutely torsion free rings introduced by Rubin L7], who char-

acterized them as rings  R   such that R-Mod has a maximal torsion radical

which contains all proper torsion preradicals. Viola-Prioli [8] showed that

a ring is left strongly prime if and only if every nonzero left ideal is cofaith-

ful.  (A module RA1  is cofaithful if there exists an embedding 0 —* R — Al"

of R  in a finite direct sum of copies of Al, or equivalently, if there exists

a finite subset of Al whose left annihilator is zero.) The notion can be ex-

tended as in [4] by calling a ring left strongly semiprime if it is semiprime

and every faithful left ideal is cofaithful, the latter part of the condition being

a weak form of d.c.c. on left annihilators.  An equivalent condition is that

every essential left ideal is cofaithful [5].
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Lemma (1).  // every faithful left ideal of R   is cofaithful, then every

proper right annihilator ideal of R  is contained in a maximal right annihila-

tor ideal.

Proof.  An ideal A  is called a right annihilator if A / 0 and A = AS) =

\r £ R|5r= Oi  for some subset S CR.  (The left annihilator l(S) is defined

similarly.) If A   is a proper right annihilator ideal of R, let  \Aa\a£[  be any

chain of proper right annihilator ideals each of which contains A.  If

^(\JaeiAa) = 0, then   Uae/^a is faithful and therefore cofaithful by assump-

tion, so there exist a     . . . , a    £   Uaef^a  such that £(fl., . . . , fl  ) = 0.  Since

\Aa\a€l  is a chain, a.,...,a    £ Aa tor some a. £ I, and then £(Aa) = 0  and

Aa= R, a contradiction. Since ftUae/Aa) / 0, ^((Jaej^a) *s a ProPer right

annihilator ideal and is a least upper bound for the chain \A a]  el.  By Zorn's

lemma there is a maximal element in the set of proper right annihilator ideals

containing A.  □

Theorem (2).   // R   is a left strongly semiprime ring, then every torsion

radical of R-Mod is contained in a maximal torsion radical, and there is a

one-to-one correspondence between maximal torsion radicals of R-Mod and

minimal prime ideals of R.

Proof.  Let K /= R  be a nonzero torsion ideal (K = a(R) tor some torsion

radical a) ot the left strongly semiprime ring R.  Then  K is not cofaithful

since R C K"  would imply K = R. Since R  is strongly semiprime, K is not

faithful and hence 1?(K) 4 0,  so t£(K) is a proper right annihilator ideal con-

taining  K.  By Lemma 1 there is a maximal right annihilator ideal P'which

contains  K, with £(P) C l(K).  Since R  is semiprime, l(K)C\ K = 0  and «(P) =

£(P), so that P  is the annihilator of a submodule of R/K  isomorphic to i(P),

and therefore radE.R,p. > radg,R/kv  Since any maximal annihilator is a

minimal prime, this shows that for any torsion ideal  K there is a minimal

prime ideal P   such that radg.R ,p. > radE.RyK..  (If R   is prime, then 0  is

a minimal prime, and if not, then as above there is a maximal annihilator P

such that radE(R ,p. > radEfR..) By [2, Theorem 4.1], this establishes the

theorem. □

The proof of Theorem 2 shows that every maximal torsion radical p is

of the form rad£.R ,p.  for some maximal right annihilator ideal P, and since

R  is semiprime, P  is a left annihilator; the proof of [1, Theorem 2.2] shows

that since  P  is a closed ideal of a semiprime ring, HomR(P, E(R/P)) = 0

and therefore  P = p(R).  As a consequence of Theorem 2, the minimal primes

of R  are just the maximal right annihilator ideals. Moreover, there are only

finitely many minimal primes (by the following theorem) generalizing the well-

known result in the special case of semiprime left Goldie rings.

Theorem (3).   The ring  R  is left strongly semiprime <=> every proper tor-
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sz'oa preradical of R-Mod is contained in a maximal torsion radical and R-Mod

has only finitely many maximal torsion radicals.

Proof.   (=») If r is any proper torsion preradical, then  r(R) is not co-

faithful, so as in the proof of Theorem 2 there is a maximal right annihilator

ideal P  with *(P) C\ r(R) = 0.  Then r(R/P) = 0  since r(n.(P)) = 0  and P   can

be embedded in a direct product of copies of t(P).  This implies that r <

ra<^E(R/P)' so every proper torsion preradical is contained in a maximal tor-

sion radical.  If A   4 A.  are minimal left annihilator ideals of R, then A . C\
1        i ' i

Aj = t«A.) Un(A. )), which forces A . n A . = 0 and thus A.A . = 0 since R

is semiprime. From this it follows that the sum in R of all minimal left anni-

hilator ideals must be a direct sum, and then since R is left strongly semi-

prime, it cannot contain an infinite direct sum of ideals [4, Proposition 1.3],

so the sum is finite. Thus there are only finitely many maximal right annihi-

lator ideals Pj, ... , P which determine maximal torsion radicals ii^, ... ,

pn  with ft. (R) = P.  for i = 1, . . . , n.

(<=) Let zz, be any maximal torsion radical of R-Mod, with p(R) = P, let

A/P  be any nonzero left ideal of R/P, and let r be the smallest torsion pre-

radical such that t(A/P) = A/P  and t > p.  Then r = 1   since r 4 a and by

assumption any proper torsion preradical must be contained in a maximal tor-

sion radical. Since p(E(R/P)) = 0, r(E(R/P)) must be the sum of all homomor-

phic images of A/P, and so A/P  generates E(R/P),   which implies that A/P

is cofaithful as an R/P -module.  Thus R/P is strongly prime since every

nonzero left ideal is cofaithful.

Let K = f|"_j/r;(R), where the intersection runs over all maximal torsion

radicals, and let a be the smallest torsion preradical such that a(R/K) =

R/K.  Then a(R/p(R)) 4 0   since R/p.(R) is a homomorphic image of R/K,

which implies a /■ p..   for all  i, and therefore a = 1.  It follows that  R/K is

cofaithful, and so  K = 0  and  R  is a finite subdirect product of strongly

prime rings, which shows by [5, Proposition 5] that  R  is a strongly semi-

prime ring. □

The final theorem, when combined with Theorem 3, gives a characteri-

zation of semiprime Goldie rings which is stated in purely torsion theoretic

language.  Recall that a torsion radical a is called perfect if the quotient

functor defined by o is naturally isomorphic to QJJT) ®R -, where Qcr(R)

is the corresponding ring of quotients.  If the ring R/a(R) has zero singular

ideal, then the following are equivalent:  (i) a is perfect;  (ii) R/o'R) has fi-

nite uniform dimension; (iii) Q_(R) is semisimple Artinian [3, Proposition

3.9]-  Furthermore, a semiprime ring is Goldie if and only if it has finite uni-

form dimension and zero singular ideal.

Theorem (4).   R   is a semiprime left Goldie ring <=» R   is left strongly
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semiprime and every maximal torsion radical of R-Mod z's perfect.

Proof.   It can be shown that if R   is strongly semiprime, then with the

notation of Theorem 3, R  is an essential R-submodule of the direct product

n*_jR/P., just as in [5, Proposition 9], and so  E(R) =^ ®"=jE(R/P . ).  Since

P .  is a torsion ideal, the R-injective envelope and R/P .-injective envelope

coincide, and thus 2max(R) — IT7 2max(K/P.: )•  (The complete ring of quo-

tients Q       (R) coincides with E(R) since R has zero singular ideal, as

shown by [5, Proposition 6];   the same is true of R/P..)  From the remarks

preceding the theorem, it follows immediately that R   is Goldie if and only

if Q        (P) is semisimple Artinian, and this occurs if and only if each maxi-

mal torsion radical of R-Mod is perfect.  □
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